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T

here are still a few weeks to individual shepherds. A flock mark states
go before lambing time, and ownership of the sheep and is a mark
the yows, particularly the ones that has often remained unchanged for
carrying twins, are now showing centuries.
their lambs. One of the
most useful modern
technologies
that
we have embraced is
ultrasound scanning.
The addition of a
coloured
scanning
mark to indicate
whether our sheep are
carrying a single, twins
or are geld (having no
lamb) has proved to be
a great aid in keeping
the sheep in tip-top
condition, as we know
what to expect at
lambing time and can
feed them accordingly.
Each yow is marked
accordingly, a coloured
“pop” on the yows
fleece. So now, on the
moor as the subdued
tones
of
deepest
winter finally give way
to a hint of spring, the
sheep themselves add
a little dash of colour
to the landscape. Their
wool is now adorned
with a symphony of
colours; these marks
equate to a secret
code particular to Sheep markings result in an array of colours
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The heaf mark distinguishes upon
which part of the moor they reside.
The rud mark, on their rump, was
applied not by my hand but at tupping
time by the male – the mechanics of this
transference of colour, I am sure, does not
need explanation. The timing of this mark
gives us an estimated due date for the
arrival of a lamb.
Next is the smit mark. This identifies
the father; when breeding pedigree, this is
crucial, as we don’t want any mysteries.

“There is a spring in
everyone’s step now there is
a little warmth in the air”
So, while it may appear that the sheep
are wearing technicolour dreamcoats, it
is more about methodically recording
information than about artistic flair.

T

here is a spring in everyone’s step
now there is a little warmth in the
air. The upturn in the weather has
given us blue skies, the sun has
been shining, and the lapwings, curlews
and oystercatchers have now also returned
to us after their winter in kinder climes.
Surely they can’t be wrong: springtime
must be here.
The window of opportunity for tree
planting is nearly over, and so I had a
shopping spree on a tree website at the
beginning of the week. I pored over
the online tree catalogue. Pretty, exotic
varieties caught my eye: cherry blossoms
and monkey puzzles. Then reality hit –
the peaty, acidic soil, high rainfall and
incessant winds meant that it was all to
be mountain ash, rowan, quickthorn and
firs. I did succumb to temptation and
ordered something a bit different, nothing

too outlandish, but a dozen broadleaf
parkland trees. Whether they grow
remains to be seen, but nothing ventured,
nothing gained.
Tree guards are in place to prevent the
rabbits from nibbling the saplings, and
some hasty repairs to the drystone walls will
stop the sheep, cows or horses vandalising
our up-and-coming plantations. It was
quite hard work: the steeper banks were
stony, the flatter areas waterlogged. We
snapped the shaft of the spade, and Nancy
lost her welly in a boggy bit. Clemmy
amused herself rock scrambling, and then
we all picnicked outside. For a little time
there was relative quiet, contentment as
sandwiches were stuffed in mouths, and hot
tea dispensed from our Ghillie Kettle. There
was, of course, the usual bleating, mooing
and barking in the distance and, above, the
lapwings whirled and tweeted, but it was
peaceful enough that we could watch a vole
scurrying about among the rough grass. He
(or, given the frantic pace, more likely she!)
was scampering this way and that. Busy,
but doing what, I have no idea.
Over the next few weeks, as lambing time
approaches, we, too, will be unbelievably
busy but sometimes it is good to just sit
back and enjoy the view. “What is this life
if, full of care, We have no time to stand
and stare”. M

